Two novel CD1 E alleles identified in black African individuals.
CD1 gene (CD1A to CD1E) products are involved in non-peptide antigen presentation, such as lipids and glycolipids, to T cells. With a similar function to MHC, namely antigen presentation, these genes nevertheless displayed a much lower level of polymorphism as compared to MHC. We report here two additional CD1E variants identified in black African individuals, designated herein CD1E*05 and CD1E*06. While the former differs from the common (wild type) allele sequence by two substitutions at nucleotide positions 217 and 229 of exon 2, the latter only by a single base change at position 91 of exon 3. These substitutions lead to amino acid changes at position 73 and 77 of the alpha1 domain in the former and at position 30 of the alpha2 domain in the latter. Identification of these additional variants suggests that the CD1 locus, especially the CD1E gene, is much more polymorphic than previously assumed.